C. Tiggeolven, “Iraakse boeken ontdooid,” in Radio Nederland Wereldomroep (the Netherlands), with online audio, April 5, 2004: interview with René Teygeler [also spelled “Teijgeler”] who in late August 2004 succeeded Dr. Zainab Bahrani in the renamed and re-assigned position of Acting Senior Consultant for Culture with the Iraqi Reconstruction Management Office of the Embassy of the United States; later in April, he was to leave for Baghdad for the CIMIC Group North (CIMIC = Civil and Military Cooperation) which specializes in reconstruction work in NATO peace operation areas; they hire specialists according to specific needs, e.g., conservation of books, and give these civilians a short military training; the experts also receive a military rank so that they can operate within the system; they are to prepare and start initial work awaiting the arrival of NGOs as soon as the security situation is under control; Teygeler, an expert in book conservation, explains the condition of the salvaged National Archive books and the technical challenges involved in thawing them from their frozen state in which they were put immediately after water damage due to the fire in April 2003; he’s over there to advise them, to teach them so they can do it themselves.